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WHAT IS THE POLITICS OF BASIC INCOME?
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The Politics of Basic Income

!Basic income is a simple idea, but its politics is 
complex 
!Introducing simple idea into complex 

environment 
!Basic income: in part “politics as usual”, in part 

something entirely new
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Is basic income a radical departure, or a major 
adaptation (but continuation)of current policy, or 
perhaps both?
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Political commitment: 
The core of basic income politics

!Basic income politics: a battle on two fronts 
!Advocates vs. opponents 
!Advocates of competing basic income models 

!Different models produce different policy and political effects 
!Constituency-building: from “beneficiaries” to “constituents” 
!Coalition-building amongst stakeholders (decision-makers, 

interest groups, policy entrepreneurs) 
!Viable trajectories to move “from here to there” 

!Commitment from key stakeholders is the building block for any 
political strategy aimed at making basic income policy reality
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THE PROBLEM OF WEAK CONSTITUENCIES
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From Beneficiary to Constituency

! Beneficiaries: policy category 
! Target populations: poor, unemployed, precariat, 

care workers, women, disabled, homeless, ...  
! Constituency: political category 

! Who amongst the beneficiaries are supporters? 
! What are the political levers turning beneficiaries into 

political supporters?
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What is a constituency? Four criteria

1.Vested interest (objective benefit) 
2.Recognized interest (awareness/acceptance) 
3.Willingness to engage in political action (collective 

action) 
4.Political capacity for political action: voting, funding, 

campaigning ... (political status)
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“Marginal winners”: a problem for the 
politics of basic income?

! A robust basic income constituency requires sufficiently 
large group of real beneficiaries willing and able to 
expend political effort (not marginal winners) 
! Not all who benefit from a basic income form part of 

a stable political constituency 
! The distinction between net beneficiaries and net 

contributors masks a second politically important 
distinction between those who really win vs. those 
whose economic status remains roughly the same
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Universal access, universal benefit?

! Basic income is universal, but not all recipients are net beneficiaries 
(taxation pays for basic income) 

! Level of basic income determines both number of beneficiaries and 
size of per capita benefit 
! too low share of benefiting population renders basic income 

marginal 
! too modest benefit may not translate in constituency-building 

(willingness to spend resources) 
! For many “beneficiaries” basic income simply replaces the old 

program at roughly same level: is there a constituency effect?
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Further difficulties

! Symbolic contamination 
! Transparency against solidarity 
!Competing constituencies 
! Ignored constituencies
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Symbolic contamination

! Continued framing of basic income as “free lunch” may 
have detrimental impact on those who would benefit 
(Steensland 2006) 

! “Morally tainted status” of one group (free-riders) affects 
whole policy: symbolic contamination 

! Symbolic contamination interrupts the politics of 
constituency-building as net beneficiaries are not 
considered “real constituents”: claims not taken seriously 
by the political system
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Transparency against solidarity?

! Broad and robust solidarity across classes depends on 
relative uncertainty/obscurity of who benefits and who 
pays (and how much) (Baldwin 1990, de Beus 2013) 

! Obscurity is one reason why universal programs work well: 
basic income makes winners/losers transparent, reducing 
basis for social solidarity 

! The smaller the class of net beneficiaries, the more 
isolated that class: reduced solidarity within universalism
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Competing constituencies

! Rationale of sequential basic income roll-out: start with 
unobjectionable groups, expand when the idea has been accepted 
there 
! Pensioners (basic pension), children (child benefit), non-contentious 

social categories (students, disabled), working-age adults 
! But why think that a constituency in favour of a basic pension would 

support a basic income for working-age adults? 
! No certainty that universal framing crosses over to other categories 
! No reason to think that current beneficiaries will support expanding 

the grant, especially as this may incur actual costs to them
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Ignoring constituencies?

! Bureaucracy constitutes a powerful vested interest to keep 
a program in place 
! Public employees vote systematically for increasing the 

state budget 
! Administrative departments have many internal 

resources to counter program reform 
! Dominant negative view of bureaucracy: talk about 

“reducing administration” effectively alienates a large 
possible constituency of the program 
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THE PROBLEM OF CHEAP SUPPORT
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Political support for basic income as a 
simple “numbers game”

!Support for basic income is growing rapidly, even 
exponentially in last few years 

!Who supports basic income? 
!Politicians, parties, movements, interest 

groups, representatives of civil society and 
trade-unions all express support 

!How is support counted? Expression vs. action
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Political support without value

!Support is cheap (no value), unless matched with sustained 
commitment to promoting basic income 
!Canvass support, actively promote, devote resources 

(time, money, organisational), spend political capital, 
bargaining/logrolling, etc  

!Express support without capacity to engage in political 
action is also cheap support 
!EU Green Parties: opposition politics at the margin 
!Trade-unions: small, no power
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Thinking ahead: support now, results 
tomorrow?
!Marginal supporters can move up in the political ranks: 

promise of future payoff? 
!But cheap political support is not “sticky”: no guarantee 

support will survive once hard choices have to be made 
!Dropping controversial policy is a classic Downsian 

move to appeal to median voter (cf. Podemos in Spain) 
!Green Paper on Basic Income in Ireland, 2002 
!Law 10.835 in Brazil, eclipsed by executive budget rule in 

favour of Bolsa Familia (“the lost road”, Lavinas)
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“Toxic” cheap support

!Support from some political factions can become toxic/noxious 
!First mover disadvantage: factional support may deter other, 

more capable factions from endorsing basic income 
!Marginalisation-by-association: 

!Religious association of support in Namibia/Ireland is a 
deterrent for non-confessional groups 

!Support by liberal entrepreneurs (e.g., Duchâtelet in 
Belgium, Werner in Germany) may push more radical/
socialist groups away
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The logic of cheap support

!Support from marginal political agents or incapable/
unwilling to commit is caught in a double bind: 
!cheap for supporters to endorse BI (low cost) 
!support is also cheap for BI movement (low value) 

!For support to become valuable requires supporters 
to commit to expending political resources, but this 
makes support costly to them and many will 
defect ...
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THE PROBLEM OF PERSISTENT DISAGREEMENT
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“Basic income is not left or right, 
it is forward!” 

Scott Santens
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Towards a grand basic income 
coalition?

!Support for basic income exists across the 
political divide 

!Basic income may unite the left and the right, 
religious and ecological groups, etc 

!Basic income commentators see this as one of 
the leading advantages of basic income politics 
(Barry, Torry, Suplicy, Standing, Van Parijs ...)
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Political disagreement is deep and 
persistent
!Basic income is a family of policies, not just one version 
!Agreement on the “idea” masks deep and persistent disagreement 

about policy detail (design features) behind a “veil of vagueness” 
!Policy details determine gains/loss (winners/losers) 
!Political factions will have strong views on these policy details 
!Disagreement/discord will (re)appear as soon as the details 

become visible (policy implementation) 
!Example: Left vs. Right on the “substitution rate” of basic income 

and other social support programs
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On the path towards a full, progressive 
basic income?
!A two-stage path-dependent approach? 

1. Lock-in basic income under a “veil of vagueness” 
2. Let basic income “naturally” roll along on the established 

path (backdoor strategy) 
!How easy is it to lock-in a progressive basic income? Process 

can easily be halted midway, or even reversed 
!Example of Participation Income: instead of basic income 

over time a more restrictive model emerges focused on 
established categories (work, formal care, education)
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The politics of path-dependency 
applied to basic income:

!The politics of path-dependency is asymmetric: 
!Progressives must fight over each stage of 

development to achieve a full, progressive 
basic income 

!Conservatives merely have to veto each 
move (policy drift)
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Towards a grand basic income 
coalition?

!Two-stage approach is a high-risk strategy 
!Worst case scenario: resulting basic income over time 

could become worse than the original non-BI situation 
!Example: social programs partly dismantled and 

basic income itself reduced over time 
! Is there a way out? Instead of reliance on a grand 

coalition across the political spectrum, determine 
clear “red lines” and build a coalition around those.
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PROBLEM OF VIABLE TRAJECTORIES
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A feasible trajectory: 
Gradual implementation strategies

!From partial basic income to full basic income? 
!From participation income to unconditional 

basic income? 
!From sequential to universal basic income? 
!Piloting experiments, expand after?
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! Sequential strategy: start with uncontroversial groups, expand over 
time 
! Pensioners > children > students > disabled … > working age adults 

! But why would those who already have a basic income want it 
expanded? Early winners (e.g., pensioners) may resist expansion … 
! Economic: less beneficiaries means more (secure) benefit for them 
! Social: symbolic contamination (“we “earned” a basic income!”) 

! Early winners are politically powerful groups, while the more 
controversial target populations attract different political 
responsiveness

32 The sequential strategy: looks good on 
paper, but does it work in practice?



Experimenting as a political strategy?

!Advancing the policy agenda: 
!Raising awareness amongst key stakeholders/general public 
!Keeping open a window of opportunity (what else is on offer?) 
!Building a broad political coalition “en route” 
!Demonstrating basic income “works” (assuage skeptics) 

! If piloting is a political strategy, think politics not science! 
!Being aware of key role of politics in experiments 
!Take advantage of political openings: continued citizens’ 

involvement may be crucial 
!Safeguard against policy fiascoes (NIT experiments in US/Canada)
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Practical info about the course

! Course info at UTA: https://
www10.uta.fi/opas/
opetusohjelma/marjapuuro.htm?
id=33479 

! Course website: https://
basicincometampere2016.wordpr
ess.com/lectures-2/ 

! Contact: Jurgen De Wispelaere 
(jurgen.dewispelaere@gmail.com)
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